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Expressing Individuality Through a Tzibbur 

Parshas Mishpatim 

  
  
Harav Hagaon Yosef Elefant Shlita 
  

This week we read Parashas Shekalim, as a prelude to Rosh Chodesh Adar. The Midrash 

Tanchuma states, on Parashas Ki Sisa: 

  

אמר משה לפני הקב"ה רבש"ע משאני מת אין אני נזכר א"ל הקב"ה חייך כשם שאתה עומד עכשיו ונותן להם 

וקף את ראשן כך בכל שנה ושנה שקוראין אותה לפני כאלו את עומד שם באותה שעה פרשת שקלים ואתה ז

 .וזוקף את ראשן

  

Evidently, the mitzvah of machatzis hashekel involves zekifas rosh - some lifting of a 

person, some chashivus. But how does the machatzis hashekel give a person chashivus? 

On the contrary, the mitzvah is designed in such a way that no one should stand out:  יר ֶהָעשִׁ

יט  .לֹא ַיְרֶבה ְוַהַדל לֹא ַיְמעִׁ

  

The purpose of the machatzis hashekel was to fuse a mass of individuals in one big tzibbur, 

on whose behalf the korbanos tzibbur, bought with the money of the machatzis hashekel, 

would be brought. Everyone had to give equally, because everyone had to be an equal part 

of the tzibbur. 

  

It would seem, then, that the creation of a tzibbur involves the obliteration of individuality. 

And yet we see that the machatzis hashekel is supposed to bring about zekfas rosh, which 

would seem to be at odds with the equalizing effect of the machatzis hashekel. How do we 

reconcile these two aspects of the machatzis hashekel? 

  

Interestingly, besides serving as the unifying force that created a tzibbur, the machatzis 

hashekel was also used to count Klal Yisrael in a way that would not cause harm:  ְהֶיה ְולֹא יִׁ

ְפֹקד ֹאָתם  .ָבֶהם ֶנֶגף בִׁ
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On a superficial level, the idea of counting people through coins would seem to be a way 

of circumventing the prohibition of counting people personally. In truth, however, the 

counting by means of machatzis hashekel involves a far more profound concept. 

  

Pooling Our Strengths 
The Malbim explains that the reason counting people causes a plague is that when we count 

each person individually, we’re shining a spotlight on each individual person, which opens 

that person up to criticism and judgment. When a person is part of a tzibbur, however, he’s 

not subjected to an individual middas hadin. 

  

The machatzis hashekel’s function of counting Klal Yisrael is deeply connected to its 

function of creating a tzibbur, because by creating a tzibbur, the machatzis hashekel wards 

off plague. A plague happens when a person has to fend for himself under the scrutiny of 

the middas hadin, with all his maalos and chesronos. The machatzis hashekel, which 

created a tzibbur and funded the korbanos tzibbur, is therefore the ideal means of counting 

Klal Yisrael. 

  

The purpose of the counting was really to count each individual. We count one and one 

and one, yet we do it by uniting them in a tzibbur in order to avoid the mageifah that results 

from a person being in the spotlight of din. 

  

And that itself constitutes a conundrum: we’re counting the yachid, but we’re counting him 

in the context of a tzibbur. In other words, there were two sides to the coin of the machatzis 

hashekel (pardon the pun). On one hand, we don’t want to count the individual alone, 

because we want him to be part of a tzibbur and not subject to middas hadin, but by the 

same token, the tzibbur is created through counting the individual. 

  

The necessity of counting the individual in order to create a tzibbur - whose korbanos are 

funded by the very machatzis hashekel that is the basis of the counting - conveys to us that 

the formation of a tzibbur does not mean that the individual is meant to be swallowed up 

by the masses and lose his identity and maalos. Rather, the creation of the tzibbur happens 

as a result of each person recognizing that he has what to contribute to the tzibbur and also 

recognizing that every other person has what to contribute as well. What creates the tzibbur 

is specifically the recognition of each person’s uniqueness and strengths - not the denial of 

what makes each person special. 

  

The existence of a tzibbur involves the delicate balance between acknowledging each 

person’s unique capabilities, and recognizing that no person can exist alone. Every person 

is lacking in some way, and therefore, when a person joins his unique capabilities to another 

person’s unique capabilities, that forms a tzibbur that is a mosaic of achdus and stands 

before Hakadosh Baruch Hu as one unit. 

  

On one hand, we don’t want to put the individual in the spotlight by isolating him and 

making him vulnerable to a plague; on the other hand, we don’t want to erase the 

uniqueness of the individual by lumping him into a mass conglomeration. The machatzis 

hashekel is what creates this delicate balance. The machatzis hashekel makes everyone 
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equal not because everybody is a nobody, but because everybody is a somebody. Everyone 

has something special to contribute. 

  

We do the counting as part of the process of becoming a tzibbur, and we create a tzibbur 

by bringing together individuals with their own special kochos. Ironically, then, a person 

can express his uniqueness in his contribution to the tzibbur, where he joins forces with 

everybody else’s unique kochos. From this fusion come the korbanos tzibbur, created by 

the machatzis hashekel. 

  

An Introduction to Purim 
The Sfas Emes sheds light on the Gemara in Sanhedrin that discusses how Hashem differs 

from a human being, in that when a human mints coins, every coin emerges  identical, 

whereas when Hashem “mints” a human being, each one emerges looking different, even 

though he was created with the same “stamp.” Every quarter that emerges from the 

Washington mint looks the same, but when Hakadosh Baruch Hu creates a person by 

“embossing” a neshamah onto a guf, the person comes out looking different from every 

other person, with endless nitzichiyus. 

  

A human being is compared to a coin, because we all emerged from the same mint, and in 

that sense we are all united in the deepest way. Yet at the same time we are all different, 

engraved as our physical bodies (the חומר) are with a unique neshamah (the צורה) that has 

its own tafkid and capabilities. The machatzis hashekel, which Chazal refer to as a  מטבע

   .is a metaphor for the human being ,של אש

  

The machatzis hashekel is the meeting point and the balance between the uniqueness of the 

individual and his contribution to the tzibbur. The words ְשָרֵאל ָשא ֶאת רֹאש ְבֵני יִׁ י תִׁ  mean כִׁ

lifting up people’s heads, similar to the words ְשָרֵאל  in Parashasְשאּו ֶאת רֹאש ָכל ֲעַדת ְבֵני יִׁ

Bamidbar that also mean raising the heads through counting. By counting with the 

machatzis hashekel, we recognize the individuality and uniqueness of every yachid and the 

indispensable role that every yachid contributes to the tzibbur. There’s no greater zekifas 

rosh - “raising the head” - than that. 

  

Parashas Shekalim is the introduction to Purim, and a central aspect of the danger that 

led  up to the Purim miracle is that Klal Yisrael was  ּוְמֹפָרדְמֻפָזר . Amalek’s power is the 

power of separation, because in a lack of ruchniyus there is detachment and isolation. 

Accordingly, to prepare for Purim and Adar and to fight Amalek we need to create a tzibbur 

by attaching ourselves to everyone else and bonding our individuality and kochos and 

uniqueness to the tzibbur, through the principle of יט יר לֹא ַיְרֶבה ְוַהַדל לֹא ַיְמעִׁ  .ֶהָעשִׁ

  

Everybody has what to give; everybody has what to take. That’s the secret of Parashas 

Shekalim: the zekifas rosh, the uniqueness and chashivus of every person in the context of 

the tzibbur. 

  

Gut Shabbos. 

 


